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How do we support our salespeople, through compensation plans, tools, and mes-
saging, to become the champions of the organization’s pricing strategy? How do 
we get their buy-in to do so? These are the crucial questions that every company 
must address, as the author explains. Author Dr. Reed K. Holden, Founder of Hold-
en Advisors, is a world-class pricing expert who helps clients build go-to-market 
strategies to drive price leadership, selling backbone, and profitable growth. In 
2015, he published the 2nd edition of Negotiating with Backbone: Eight Strate-
gies to Defend your Price and Value and in 2008, he co-published Pricing with 
Confidence: Ten Ways to Stop Leaving Money on the Table, a top selling pricing 
book for the executives. He can be reached at RHolden@Holdenadvisors.com.

Making Salespeople Champions  
of Price Strategy

Can Sales Execute Pricing Strategy?
Within the first ten minutes of a pricing training session, a se-
nior salesperson stood up and asked, “We are compensated on 
revenue. How is anything you teach us going to make us more 
money?” It was a great question. “It isn’t,” I replied. Revenue 
plans conflict with pricing for profit objectives. After the training, 
we suggested better aligning sales compensation with profit to 
the company leaders. Though they felt strongly about improving 
margin, they did not act on our advice. Within six months, this 
large national bank had failed. If salespeople are compensated 
to achieve sales volume, they will drop price and even go to dis-
count floors to close a deal.

This story is too often repeated in small and large companies 
around the world.

Yet, they all really have the same goal — to grow both revenue 
and profits. Initially, problems start because functional groups talk 
about growth differently. Marketing has a goal to grow market 
share, product managers must deliver innovative products, and 
the pricing team is goaled on improving margins. For salespeo-
ple, credibility and personal service are key and getting the best 
discounts for customers keeps the business coming in. Execu-
tives wrestle with showing Wall Street both revenue and profit 
growth. Yet, it’s the salesperson that brings in the business and 
sets the pace for how well the company fares in growing revenue.

How do we support our salespeople, through compensation 
plans, tools, and messaging, to become the champions of the 
organization’s pricing strategy? How do we get their buy-in to 
do so? These are the crucial questions that every company must 
address.

Snakes in the Woodpile
In the past, companies that were successful in growing both top 
line and profit took control of pricing away from salespeople. 
Apple and Intel have historically been good examples. Today, 
selling approaches are in transformation. Insights into customer 
operations, determining where the selling company can make 

an impact, and showing real financial value are crucial. So why 
do so many companies still struggle, even after receiving ad-
vice, software tools, or sales force effectiveness programs to 
solve the root causes? Years ago, there were reports of Ross 
Perot in a discussion with a manager at General Motors. Perot 
had just sold EDS to GM, and after getting a seat on the board, 
Perot decided to walk the factories to uncover opportunities for 
improvement. While in one factory, he spoke to a line manager 
about solving company problems, advising: “When you see a 
snake in the woodpile, just kill it. Don’t appoint a committee on 
snakes.” The manager responded, “Mr. Perot that will never work 
at GM.” Decades later, GM is still appointing committees to dis-
cuss snakes - and ignition switches.

Many companies don’t see the snakes hiding in the woodpile 
that cause the obstacles to creating sales champions that drive 
growth in both revenue and profits. There are four common rea-
sons that cause salespeople to advocate for more discounts for 
customers, rather than profit for the company:

• Sales incentives are misaligned with the company’s finan-
cial goals

• Limited understanding of value compared to competitors

• Lack of visibility into how and why prices are set

• Lack of insights into the negotiation games that customers 
play

These are not the salesperson’s fault. They are victims of inter-
nal processes that no longer work and buyers that are savvier 
than ever. Companies must kill the snakes, as Perot says, by 
empowering sales to be champions of price and deliver on their 
company’s potential. The objective is to close sales at profitable 
prices without leaving money on the table. How does the com-
pany leadership team change behavior to enable salespeople 
to be champions?
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When a salesperson has any level 
of control over price, is compensat-
ed (even partially) on volume, or is 
pushed to close an important sale too 
soon, they are incented to squander 
valuable profits to accomplish their 
mission.

Building the Sales Champion
Let’s start by considering the teams that support salespeople 
– marketing, sales managers, pricing, legal, solution architects, 
delivery people, etc. Is there alignment across these teams to 
provide value to customers? Are prices aligned with value? Is 
compensation aligned with pricing? Complex projects to cut or 
streamline operations, big data analytics, pricing software re-
ports, and segmentation studies provide no explanation or sup-
porting tools that reach salespeople.

Let’s consider these four steps to arm salespeople to realize 
value and better prices:

• Rationalize individual performance goals

• Build sales confidence in the company and the financial value 
created for customers

• Make price easy to understand and support

• Help salespeople identify negotiation tactics and plan re-
sponses

1. Rational Individual Performance Goals

When a salesperson has any level of control over price, is com-
pensated (even partially) on volume, or is pushed to close an 
important sale too soon, they are incented to squander valuable 
profits to accomplish their mission. The incentive mismatch prob-
lem goes beyond salespeople. Product and factory managers, 
who are compensated to keep the factory full or to achieve rev-
enue or market share goals, can put pressure on salespeople to 
close last minute deals by dropping price.

Senior executives are often the worst offenders--especially those 
executives who are only incented to meet quarterly revenue ob-
jectives purely for the sake of Wall Street. Customers delight in 
leveraging this end-of-quarter desperation.

When W. Edward Deming, the father of the Total Quality move-
ment, delivered one of his final public presentations, he left us 
with this message: “Any time you measure someone at the indi-
vidual level, they probably won’t work to achieve goals that are 
best for the firm.” That message still resonates today. Individual 
performance goals conflict with revenue and profit budgeted for 
the firm or fail to address both. Half measures that mix revenue, 
individual objectives, and profits are often shrugged off by sales-
people, especially if revenue is the major metric. They will default 
to what is most effective for them to keep customers happy.

Before changing compensation, consider this research from Eric 
Maurer at The Alexander Group, a sales effectiveness consult-
ing firm, that explains that “by adjusting the sales compensation 
plan to include margin as the main measure (of performance), 
a company achieved a 5% increase in contribution margin” and 
that “the sales reps were spending up to 60% of their available 
selling time on products with the highest margin.”

If you can’t change the compensation system, or if such change 
will take some time, give more control to pricing managers work-
ing with salespeople to oversee company profits. Again, be sure 

incentives are aligned, so that everyone is collaborating to win 
profitable business. We worked with a company whose forward 
thinking president gave his pricing department complete con-
trol over pricing with compensation incentives — the PRICING 
PEOPLE — on profits they generated for the firm. Everyone won 
— and after a few years, their stock price rose 600%.

The process of rationalizing compensation structures reveals con-
flicting objectives and can begin moving functional teams away 
from infighting to unifying them to positively impact customers. 
Salespeople need to be compensated to achieve pricing objec-
tives, as well as sales objectives. In most cases, that equates to 
sales and profits. That can be accomplished by using a measure 
of sales dollars that is heavily weighted by contribution margin. 
With this plan, as contribution margin declines to zero, sales com-
pensation should decline or be zero. Any mixed packages that 
weight sales revenue equal to or higher than contribution margin 
rarely work, because salespeople still focus on the sales dollars.

2. Build Sales Confidence in the Company and the Finan-
cial Value Created for Customers

Ask salespeople how they feel about the products and services 
they sell. Don’t do research or set up a committee (remember 
Perot’s advice about snakes). Go to lunch, and ask for their views. 
Often what we hear from salespeople is: our products and ser-
vices are commodities. This may be because customers, whose 
sole agenda is to set the stage for getting lower prices, reinforce 
or “pound” this message into salespeople at every chance. They 
want sellers to know there are plenty of “good enough” alterna-
tives. While savvy companies understand and correctly dismiss 
these claims as negotiation ploys, too many other companies 
don’t help salespeople defend their value to the customer. In-
stead, they allow the customer to set the price and then react 
to the fallout.

For many sellers, gaining confidence comes from knowing that 
they are selling better products and services that deliver more 
value than competitors. This is not about the word value and cool 
rhetorical value propositions; it is about understanding why cus-
tomers choose certain companies over others. What does the 
firm do better than competitors and why do customers care? How 
does it help them sell their products or improve their operations? 
Customers choose vendors for very specific reasons. Go on a 
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Salespeople, perhaps with support 
of their product specialists, work 
with customers to build a solution 
that makes the difference to their 
customers.

value hunt to find out why. During 
these customer conversations, 
work to uncover ways to have bet-
ter interactions with them, further 
improving quality and strengthen-
ing the relationship.

Why is understanding and le-
veraging value important? It is 
because it changes the conver-
sation with customers from price 
to performance, innovation, or 
better solutions for customers. 
Salespeople become partners to 
customers, instead of customer 
service specialists. They report 
insights back to their company 
and continually drive better of-
ferings. Value gives them confi-
dence that the price set is right, 
and EVERYONE in the firm stands 
behind it.

What happens if you believe your company doesn’t do anything 
special for customers? The customer value hunt will confirm it. 
Then the question is whether the firm should focus on being the 
low-cost producer in their market or if innovation is required to 
bring a more valuable solution to customers.

Value can often be in the services wrapped around a product, 
even if that product is a true commodity. Understanding what 
services are valuable and the associated cost to deliver them 
can drive more profitable pricing than the product itself. When 
salespeople know their company has greater value in their prod-
ucts or services compared to a competitor, they are confident 
throughout the selling cycle.

However, trying to package undifferentiated products or services 
with a value story will fail with the sales team. This can put their 
credibility with customers on the line. If they sense they are being 
given a weak hand, their first thought will be around preserving 
credibility, and they will ignore “value” and take the safe route of 
using price discounts to close sales.

If unique value is understood and the seller knows which custom-
ers care about it, don’t stop there. Train salespeople to qualify 
customer’s value needs and then have value conversations with 
them. Once they buy into a value-based approach, tools will be 
needed to explain that value and support the offered price. Those 
tools can be software or even simple spread sheets where the 
salesperson fills in information from the customer and determines 
the value in use. Or they can be discovery tools which encour-
age the salesperson to have value conversations with customers 
about how their solution can do a better job meeting their needs.

This begins the sales transformation to explain how a firm’s prod-
uct or service will impact the customer’s operation in a positive 
and more profitable way. It can be via a new innovation, involve 
special technical skill, or providing services that guarantee re-
duced supply chain risk. That value conversation changes the 
game from customer service to partnering for success. Sales-

people, perhaps with support of 
their product specialists, work 
with customers to build a solution 
that makes the difference to their 
customers. Part of the value con-
versation includes understanding 
the financial impact the solution 
will make. This can be done col-
laboratively, if the customer be-

lieves value is there.

3. Make Price Easy to Under-
stand and Support

To most salespeople, pricing is 
a black box. They are not clear 
on why the price is what it is 
and how it compares to a com-
petitor. Internally, sales, market-
ing, and pricing teams may be in 
disagreement over the value of 
their products/services and in-

fighting on price becomes a time-consuming step in every deal. 
Salespeople lobby for lower prices, pricing people plan for higher 
prices, and marketing expects their value rhetoric will close the 
deal. Each group pulls a report to make their point. The pricing 
team’s analysis shows how bad discounts are getting, based on 
past deals. Marketing colleagues have research that shows their 
messages are spot on.

Salespeople – the voice of the customer – say that the solution 
is no different than every other offer out there. This compromises 
time that should be spent on getting the best solution specified 
and the value quantified for the customer on how the solution is 
a better fit than the competitive alternative. Strategic planning or 
positioning value is lost in the shuffle. Without this understand-
ing, sales will think any price for their good customer is too high.

Here is an important question: Why are prices set as they are? 
The right answer should be based on the company’s price strat-
egy: one that is developed considering the firm’s objectives, the 
product’s costs, value to customers, and how that value com-
pares to competitors. To get salespeople to become supporters 
and eventually champions of price strategy, start by explaining 
prices in the context of the company’s strategy and the current 
market environment.

Strive for simple, easy to understand pricing that documents 
the factors that determine current prices and levels. Importantly, 
highlight the differences from competitors’ products, if prices are 
higher. Prices and pricing strategy must be summarized simply 
and transparently. The better a salesperson understands why the 
particular price is set, the better they can explain and defend the 
price during customer conversations. One successful company 
put their pricing organization on the road with salespeople. Their 
job was to present the basis for the price strategy and actively 
collaborate with sellers to determine how best to make it suc-
cessful in winning deals. It worked and both teams were much 
happier with the process and the outcome.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE �
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The ultimate job for the pricing pro-
fessional is to drive buy-in with the 
people who execute price strategy. 
This is more than a technical presen-
tation. Pricing leaders must show why 
the prices are fair, consider value to 
the customer, understand the com-
petitor value, and demonstrate how 
to have value conversations with all 
members of the customer buying cen-
ter. When salespeople face procure-
ment in tough negotiations, they have 
the proof points on how they deliver 
value and the confidence to hold firm 
on price. This is the path to building 
pricing champions in the sales force.

4. Help Salespeople Identify Ne-
gotiations Tactics and Prepare 
Correct Responses

Price negotiations are often a shot in 
the dark, and after some back and forth, the final price comes in 
at a distance from the initial target. Because salespeople con-
sider their real job as taking care of their best customers, giv-
ing great discounts often is part of that customer service. They 
have not had the deep value and financial impact conversations 
along the way. When the sales person arrives at procurement’s 
office, they are blindsided by sophisticated negotiation tactics 
buyers have spent years developing. The sales person may think 
the customer will be so upset with the offered price that they fold 
quickly and think they have saved the relationship. In these cases, 
salespeople may completely miss the cues in negotiating games 
that customer play and end up discounting too much.

For salespeople to be effective at communicating value and 
price, give them the backbone and tactics to stand up to pro-
curement games. For example, the most common procurement 
ploy is to dismiss products and services as “commodities” and 
to claim that all competitors are the same. They may even pro-
duce scorecards or claim to have Excel models that “prove” that 
the price is too high. These are all well-practiced tactics to get 
lower prices. Despite what procurement claims, there is almost 
always a difference among suppliers that provides financial value 
to the customer. Successful salespeople can articulate that value 
and stand firm on price.

To prepare for a negotiation, start by decoding specific customer 
buying behaviors, qualify the role of procurement, and learn to 
identify the tactics that are used solely to get discounts. These 
procurement tactics can include delays, approving other sup-

pliers, threatening to or actually going 
out to bid. In most cases, their pur-
pose is to get lower prices from an al-
ready selected and preferred supplier.

Proactive planning keeps salespeople 
from being blindsided and from get-
ting angry and frustrated at the situa-
tion. Recently, a sales person working 
with banking customers was in a ne-
gotiation for a large contract. He was 
getting delayed and thought the cus-
tomer was truly disorganized in bring-
ing the deal to a close. He had planned 
to go in with another discount until his 
eyes were opened to the tactics they 
were using. Instead he held his price, 
called their bluff, and closed the deal 
at a profitable price for his company.

An important tool to help during this 
stage of customer interaction is a set 

of “give-gets,” small adjustments in value. For example, switch-
ing to a call center or an automated chat service rather than pro-
viding a dedicated customer service rep can better match value 
delivered to the price the customer is willing to pay. If a customer 
wants a lower price — no problem — but take away something 
of value. This tactic can expose procurement people and cause 
them to be frustrated, because salespeople aren’t falling victim 
to their price objection.

Without good processes, salespeople may react in ways that 
compromise profits, revenue, or both. With good analysis, plan-
ning and tactics, they are guaranteed to leverage their position 
and protect both. Importantly, if you want the salespeople to 
hold on price, executives must have confidence in the price and 
stand behind them.

Get Started Now
It’s time for leaders to foster alignment with sales and pricing 
people to win profitable business. These functions must team to 
execute pricing and “value” initiatives to yield promised results 
of increased revenue and profit. World-class companies recog-
nize that while the process of building salespeople to be price 
champions can be quite transformational, the rules that drive the 
process are simple: know your value, communicate it to your cus-
tomer, and defend your price. The elbow grease is in driving the 
behavior changes needed for value selling and getting alignment 
with all functional constituents that impact the customer. The win 
is to make salespeople the champions of the company, products, 
and prices in the often difficult world of customer negotiations.
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 The ultimate job for the pricing professional is to drive buy-in with the people who 
execute price strategy. This is more than a technical presentation. Pricing leaders 
must show why the prices are fair, consider value to the customer, understand the 
competitor value, and demonstrate how to have value conversations with all 
members of the customer buying center. When salespeople face procurement in 
tough negotiations, they have the proof points on how they deliver value and the 
confidence to hold firm on price. This is the path to building pricing champions in the 
sales force.  

4. Help Salespeople Identify Negotiations Tactics and Prepare Correct 
Responses 
 Price negotiations are often a shot in the dark, and after some back and forth, the 
final price comes in at a distance from the 
initial target. Because salespeople 
consider their real job as taking care of 
their best customers, giving great 
discounts often is part of that customer 
service. They have not had the deep 
value and financial impact conversations 
along the way. When the sales person 
arrives at procurement’s office, they are 
blindsided by sophisticated negotiation 
tactics buyers have spent years 
developing. The sales person may think 
the customer will be so upset with the 
offered price that they fold quickly and 
think they have saved the relationship. In 
these cases, salespeople may completely 
miss the cues in negotiating games that 
customer play and end up discounting too 
much. 

Customer Spotlight 

A global Information Services Company 
was seeing a significant trend in shrinking 
margins, due to widespread discounting 
and inability to demonstrate value for the 
customer. With tools and training to 
decode buyer behaviors, they introduced 
value conversation and exposed 
customer’s tricks during negotiations, and 
salespeople began to stand up for the 
value of their services. By recognizing 
buyers’ tactics and with new found 
confidence in their ability to hold their 
ground, salespeople were able to counter 
requests for price concessions and 
negotiate win-win deals. For one 
particular salesperson, after being shown 
a competitor’s bid for $1MM less, the 
salesperson reviewed the value add by 
their company and won the bid based on 
their value proposition. 


